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Abstract. The enactment of dynamic workflows may take advantage
of the multi-agent system paradigm. The approach presented in this pa-
per allows exploiting a high-level BPMN definition to generate several
agent organisations that can enact the BPMN workflow. The availabil-
ity of different solutions (i.e. organisations) enables the optimisation and
adaptation features of the approach. The mapping of the initial workflow
to organisations starts with the automatic generation of goals from the
BPMN, and it exploits a metamodeling approach to generate MOISE
organisation definitions.

1 Introduction

In the last two decades, web services enabled the application of business process
working over the Internet [25]. Recently, business enterprises yield to redesign
their information and process management systems to implement advanced fea-
tures such as the adaptation ability [16, 10]. Business processes are defined as
static, but, their enactment in a real environment often faces events and excep-
tions. Some of these may be anticipated, thus to be caught as special events
leading to ad hoc deviations. Other ones cannot be planned: external events,
failed tasks, incomplete or erroneous inputs and outputs. These produce situ-
ations in which a mismatch exists between the real processes and the software
counterpart [20]. A taxonomy of motivations for facing dynamic workflows is
provided in [11].

However, the objective to increase agility and flexibility of business processes
is in conflict with the current trend of over-specifying workflow details. Moreover,
the activity-diagram style makes hard to re-arrange the order of service. Some
improvements consist in introducing decision/adaptation points [27, 14] inside
the workflow model, where decisions are made by considering contextual data
and pre-defined rules [13, 17]. Since these approaches require additional analysis
skills, other solutions are to adopt smart workflow engines, like ADEPT [20],
that can handle inserting, deleting and moving tasks at run-time.

Another direction is to use multi-agent systems. This is an alliance, very
frequent in literature [4, 26, 5], in which the enactment of workflows takes great
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benefits from distinctive agent features like distribution, adaptation and smart-
ness. Most of the agent-based approaches use 1) services and semantic web de-
scription (i.e. DAML-S [7]) as external behaviours for proactive agents, and 2)
social abilities to coordinate the flow of tasks. It remains the problem of coordi-
nating heterogeneous, autonomous agents, whose internal designs could not be
fully known a-priori. To this aim, recently JaCaMo [2] emerged as in interest-
ing solution for facing various aspects of agent programming. Briefly, JaCaMo
represents the integration of three multi-agent programming dimensions (agent,
environment, and organization levels) and provides Jason [3] for developing BDI
agents [19], Cartago for defining artifacts [21], and MOISE [12] for specifying
agent organizations.

Based on some recent results [24], this paper presents a novel approach for
creating an agent-based adaptive workflow that can enact the description ob-
tained from a high-level business process.

The proposed approach is based on three pillars:

1. The use of BPMN [6] for specifying the workflow; BPMN is a high-level
language that focuses on analysis activity, differently from other execution
languages such as BPEL4WS [1] (Business Process Execution Language for
Web Services) that proposes a design-time bounding between tasks and ser-
vices.

2. Goal-Driven enactment. A BPMN may be automatically translated into
goals [24]. The advantage is that goals allow for breaking the rules: whereas
sequence flows specify the precise order in which services are invoked, goals
can relax strict constraints, widening the space for adaptation [23].

3. Workflow as a cooperative problem-solving. Multi-agent systems and services
are a synergic alliance for achieving the generated goals.

The novelty of the paper is to link the goal generation of [24] to an automatic
definition of social organisations for agents. We show that given a set of goals
and a set of available services, it is possible to generate one or more social or-
ganisation for enacting the workflow. The number of organisations will depend
on the availability of services and different plans that could be composed with
them to pursue goals extracted from the workflow. The availability of different
organisations will enable adaptation strategies for continuing goal pursuit in case
of failure. To demonstrate this claim, we selected MOISE [12], an organisational
model based on 1) a structural perspective (roles, groups and links), 2) a func-
tional perspective (goals, plans and actions), and 3) a normative perspective
(missions and norms). Therefore we map some of the concepts from [24] and
from [23] into the MOISE metamodel, thus enabling the automatic generation
of MOISE organisations.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the general idea and a
running example for presenting some preliminary result. Section 3 briefly reports
the theoretical background at the basis of this work. The main contribution is
discussed in Section 4, Section 5 provides an example, whereas Section 6 proposes
some discussion. Finally, conclusions are sketched in Section 7.
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2 Motivation and Proposed Approach

This section provides the motivation for converting BPMN into MOISE organi-
zations. Indeed, it collocates the main contribution of the paper into a complete
framework for enacting dynamic workflows (depicted in Figure 1). The whole
framework is out of the scope of the paper, however, it is briefly described for
allowing the reader to have an intuition of our idea of goal-directed agent-based
adaptive workflows.

2.1 From Abstract Definition to Self-Adaptation

Figure 1 sets the use of BPMN (or similar notations) for specifying the standard
flow of tasks shifting the complexity of error/exception management at run-time
where self-adaptation techniques may be applied [23].
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach

The proposed approach introduces a pre-processing phase between the work-
flow definition phase and its enactment, and two specific tools support this phase.
The first one exploits the results from [24], for automatically generating BPMN
workflow goals. Here, the novel contribution is the Automatic Organization Def-
inition, which elaborates goals and available services for producing one or more
executable MOISE specification(s) (intended as a replacement of languages such
as BPEL4WS [1] i.e. Business Process Execution Language for Web Services).

The self-adaptive workflow compartment of Figure 1 represents the multi-
agent system responsible for forming the organisation (by making each agent to
play a role in it), commit to every single goal, and execute plans in order to enact
the whole workflow. An internal monitoring activity must ensure estimating
possible goal violations [9], raising adaptation signals when necessary.

The main advantage of this solution relies on the ability of self-adaptivity
that agents may exhibit when something in the process goes wrong. When it
is necessary, agents forming the MOISE organization may decide to dismiss the
group and to generate a new one, even including other agents. Self-adaptation
is based on the online switch of agent organisations: the Organization Selection
phase evaluates all the available MOISE organisations (previously generated and
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sorted according to some metric), and it is responsible for selecting an alternative
organisation.

So far, the self-adaptive workflow compartment is a work in progress, so its
discussion is left as future work.

2.2 A Motivating Example

This paper uses a simplified version of the email-voting process, initially available
in [18]. Figure 2 describes the process for mediating and coordinating voting
members in resolving issues. Briefly, a manager prepares the issue list for a
discussion. Participants will propose solutions via email. After one week, the
discussion is closed with a voting session. Finally, the manager prepares the
results and communicates the results. If the issue has not been resolved, then a
new discussion cycle starts.
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Fig. 2. The voting-by-email process, ri-elaborated from [18]

The execution of this business process involves several automatic and manual
tasks. Automatic tasks are performed through web service invocation, whereas
a human stakeholder performs manual tasks with the support of computer ap-
plications. An example of service task is the Check Calendar for Conference,
whereas Moderate Conference is a manual task. The primary way to implement
the communication between the issue manager and the voting members is via
email through the send email notification external service.

The process has many failure points. A service could be temporarily unavail-
able, or it may produce wrong results. Also, the process may fail because a
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human fails in some manual activity. To cope with situations like these, chang-
ing workflow behaviour at run-time is an important requirement. The use of
a dynamic workflow management system allows run-time modification of the
original business process. Some examples of adaptation may occur:

1. when Check Calendar for Conference is unavailable, an alternative Ask Data
for Conference could be used in place;

2. when a voting member misses reading the inbox, the system may use smart-
phone alerts to send her a reminder;

3. when the voting member inbox does not accept messages with big attach-
ments, send email may be replaced by using cloud file upload and sharing.

3 Theoretical Background

The work in this paper exploits the main result of [24] in which a BPMN is
automatically processed for extracting procedural goals.

This section provides an overview of the theoretical background from [24]
to enable the reader understanding the following phases.

It is worth noting the goals we aim at are implicit goals, in the form of
trigger condition → final state (or briefly tc → fs), mainly describing func-
tional aspects that are embedded in a traditional workflow definition. They rep-
resent the core of the procedure for automatically generating MOISE agent or-
ganisation for enacting an adaptive workflow.

The first step is the identification of the relevant states of a workflow when
it is provided using the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [6, 18], a
very expressive graphical notation for representing business processes of diverse
natures. BPMN is the de-facto standard choice to express a representation of
a business process. It is basically an analysis instrument that allows discover-
ing inefficiencies, inconsistencies, deadlocks, non-terminating conditions, and so
forth [6]. The notation includes activities, gateways, events, data objects, and
various kinds of relationships: the approach focuses on sequence and message
flows.

– available(〈Data〉) describes the availability of a given input/output artifact;
– received(〈Message〉, 〈Actor〉) when a message incomes from a participant;
– done(〈Activity〉) when an activity has been completed with success.

The second step is to consider BPMN elements as state changes. Every sin-
gle element (activities, events, and gateways) is something that, individually,
contributes to the workflow state evolution. It is described by:

– a Waited State ws(e), that is the state of the world soon before the element
is executed;

– a Generated State gs(e), that is the state of the world soon after the element
execution.
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WS and GS will consider all possible Input and Output Data Objects, In-
coming and Outgoing Messages and Boundary Conditions. For instance, for an
activity element:{

ws(e) = data in(e) ∧mess in(e)

gs(e) = (data out(e) ∧mess out(e))⊕ 〈boundary〉 termination(e)
(1)

Conversely, gateways are used to control how Sequence Flows interact as
they converge and diverge within a process. The BPMN specification proposes
several categories of gateways, but for what concerns the internal factors, they
do not directly affect the state of the world. As a convention, for each kind of
gateway ws(e) = gs(e) =< unspecified >.

The third step is to check the compatibility conditions
To this aim, the other two factors, Predecessors/Successors Influence studies

the mutual incidence of predecessor and successor elements:

– the Predecessors Influence pre inf(e) is the condition that must be true to
make the element e compatible with its predecessor elements in the workflow;

– The Successors Influence succ inf(e), is the condition that must be true to
make the element e compatible with its successor elements in the workflow.

This analysis consists of observing each of the predecessor elements Pre(e)
(or successor elements Succ(e)), and evaluating their contribution propagates
towards one of e input (output) ports. The analysis is particularly interesting
for gateways (that are state-propagating element), where:

pre inf(e) =
∨
∀k∈Pre(e)

(propag(k) ∧ flow(k, e)) (2)

i.e. the exclusive disjunction of two components: 1) flow(k, e) is the optional
condition attached to the sequence flow from k to e and 2) propag(k) is recur-
sively defined as:

propag(k) =



gs(k) activity, event∨
∀r∈Pre(k)

(propag(r) ∧ flow(r, k)) converging exclusive gateway∨
∀r∈Pre(k)(propag(r) ∧ flow(r, k)) converging inclusive gateway∧
∀r∈Pre(k)(propag(r) ∧ flow(r, k)) converging parallel gateway

propag(pre) ∧ flow(pre, k) diverging gateway

(3)
The last step is to calculate the workflow goals by solving the following

boolean expressions

{
if ∃Mtc such that Mtc |= tc ⇒ (Mtc |= ws) and (Mtc |= pre inf)

if ∃Mfs such that Mfs |= fs ⇒ (Mfs |= gs) and (Mfs |= succ inf)
(4)
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where Mtc and Mfs are possible interpretations of the model.
The BPMN2Goals tool, available as a web service1:

– accepts BPMN files in the XMI format, according to the OMG specification
and it generates a preliminary graph where nodes represent generic BPMN
elements, i.e., tasks, events, and gateways.

– calculates waited state, generated state, successor influence, and predecessor
influence for each node;

– solves Equations 4 by applying the simplest model that satisfies it: tc =
ws ∧ pre inf and fs = gs ∧ succ inf .

Some of the goals generated for the email-voting example are the following:

GOAL: Determine Issues

WHEN: received(issue_vote_list) THEN: initial(issue_list)

GOAL: Announce Issues for Discussion

WHEN: (((final(issue_votes) and sent(vote_results)) and

not agreement(issue_votes)) xor initial(issue_list))

THEN: in_discussion(issue_list) and sent(issue_announcement)

GOAL: Check Calendar for Conference

WHEN: in_discussion(issue_list) and sent(issue_announcement)

THEN: done(check_calendar_for_conference) and (scheduled(conference)

xor (not scheduled(conference) and in_discussion(issue_list)))

GOAL: Moderate Conference

WHEN: at(conference_time)

THEN: done(moderate_conference) and in_discussion(issue_list)

...

In the next section, two metamodels will be introduced to discuss how BPMN
goals are mapped to MOISE organisations.

4 Mapping BPMN Goals to Organizations: Metamodels

In order to generate organizations for the adaptative execution of worklows, we
need to map some concepts of the metamodel underlying the approach as pro-
posed in [24] to the corresponding MOISE concepts. The metamodel implicitly
adopted in [24] is represented in Fig. 3, the composing elements are:

– BPMN Workflow: this is the BPMN representation of the input workflow.
Generally speaking this is the result of the work of a business analyst who
draws a solution to the problem. This is composed by activities and flow
relationships (used to organize the control flow of activities). For the pur-
pose of this work we are now omitting some elements of a classical BPMN
workflow (sequence flow relationships, data objects, events, messages, . . . ).

1 The web service is available, with a front-page, at http://aose.pa.icar.cnr.it:

8080/BPMN2Goal/
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– BPMN Activity: an activity can be a task or a sub-process. A task is an
atomic activity (a portion of work to be done). A sub-process is a compound
defined by a sub-flow of activities. We are currently omitting sub-processes
in the proposed approach although their introduction would not affect that.

– Business Goal: a goal is a pair <tc,fs>where tc and fs are logical conditions
combined by classical logic operators (AND, OR, NOT). The trigger con-
dition (tc) describes when the goal may be pursued and the final state (fs)
describes the desired state of the world. Roughly speaking we could say that
goals are extracted from activities therefore a ’Goal Extraction’ procedural
relationship is drawn from the BPMN Activity element to the Goal element.

– Capability: it represents the concretization by an agent of one of the n pos-
sible strategies for fulfilling a goal. Frequently used as a wrapper to services.

– Concrete Plan: it is a flow of capabilities that can pursue a goal extracted
from BPMN with the approach proposed in [24]. The plan may be produced
by the Proactive Means End Reasoning algorithm [22] that composes a set
of capabilities for satisfying the goal. A plan is composed of capabilities and
relationships among them. Given a goal, many different plans may be found
to satisfy that, if enough capabilities are available in the Yellow Pages repos-
itory. Each plan will achieve different performances because of the various
behaviours of employed capabilities.

– Yellow Pages: a directory of the capabilities that can be provided by the
agents populating the system. It is used to compose plans.

It is significant to note that we can identify three main zones in this meta-
model: first the input part (on the left in Fig. 3). It consists of BPMN elements
(BPMN workflow activity and others omitted for conciseness in this paper). This
part of the model represents the workflow processed to obtain the central part
of Fig. 3: Goal. Goal is the key abstraction of the approach. Goals are obtained
by processing BPMN elements, mainly activities, as reported in Sect. 3. Finally,
the right most part of Fig. 3 describes the solutions computed to pursue goals
extracted from BPMN. Each solution consists of a Concrete Workflow that is in
turn composed by Plans. Each Plan pursues one of the goals. Considering that
the same goal may be fulfilled by composing different set of capabilities (and
therefore by several different plans), it is possible to create several Concrete
Workflows that can pursue the set of Goals extracted from the same BPMN
workflow.

As discussed in sect. 2, suitable agent organizations are to be defined in
order to enact the concrete workflows deduced from goals extracted by the input
BPMN workflow. This is done by defining a corresponding number of MOISE
organizations. For discussing that in details, we will now refer to the metamodel
of the MOISE organizational framework reported in Fig. 4.

MOISE models organizations from three different perspectives: structural,
functional, and normative[12]. The metamodel proposed in Fig. 4 only reports
MOISE elements that are significant for the proposed approach. Indeed it also
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Fig. 3. The metamodel implicitly adopted in extracting goals from BPMN workflows

includes two elements (Collective Goal, Individual Goal) we introduced to better
explicate the proposed approach; such elements are coded as MOISE goals.

Below a description of the MOISE metamodel elements based on definitions
proposed by Hubner in [12]:

– Organization: A MOISE organization is a specialized Group that is devoted
to pursue some goal. An organization is a collection of roles. Indeed, defin-
ing an organization implies the definition of its structural, functional and
normative perspectives.

– Group: a group is composed by roles. The number of agents that can play a
role is constrained by a minimum and maximum number. Links among roles
in the group specify the type of relationship (Link element in the metamodel)
between agents playing two roles. A set of compatibilities between roles may
be specified as well.

– Goal: MOISE goals may belong to two different types: achieve and maintain.
A plan is specified to pursue the goal and it may describe the decomposition
of the goal into sub-goals by means of Plan operators (sequence, parallel,
choice). Goal’s specifications also include the time to fulfil (ttf) and the
cardinality (how many agents have to achieve the goal to consider that as
globally satisfied). For facilitating our mapping intents, we decided to spe-
cialize the goal concept into Collective Goal and Individual Goal. Indeed this
is inspired by the MOISE framework itself that addresses the definition of a
Scheme as a specification at the collective level and the Mission at individual
level (see MOISE tutorial [15]).

– Collective Goal: It is a goal at the intermediate or root level in the goal
decomposition tree. It is used as a label for intermediate parts of the scheme
in the organization functional description.

– Individual Goal: It is a leaf goal of the goal decomposition tree. It is the
objective of a MOISE mission and therefore some agent will pursue that by
using some of its capabilities.
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– Plan: a plan is composed of (sub-)goals related by operators (sequence,
choice, parallel). It is used to create a sort of goal tree for decomposing
the root goal (that is a kind of collective goal) into finer grained goals.

– Scheme: a Scheme is the collective specification of the goals to be pursued
by an organization. It also includes Mission specifications.

– Mission: the specification at the individual level of the functional perspective
on organizations. It lists the goals to be pursued by the agent(s) committing
to the specific mission.

– Link: the type of relationship between roles. Allowed types are: acquaintance,
authority, communication.

– Compatibility: the specification of the compatibility in playing one role and
another by the same agent.

– Norms: there are two types of norms: obligation and permission. While the
first obliges the agent playing a role to perform some mission, the latter
allows for that but it is not compulsory.

Organization Goal
pursues

Collective 
Goal

Individual 
Goal1..n

Plan1..n

Group Scheme Mission

Role
is committed to

NormsLinks

Compatibility

1..n

Fig. 4. The portion of MOISE metamodel adopted in the proposed approach for work-
flow enactment

4.1 Mapping Metamodel Elements for Workflow Enactment

In order to define the organizations that could enact concrete workflows while
ensuring some degree of adaptation as discussed in sect. 2, we need to instanti-
ate the elements of the MOISE metamodel reported in Fig. 4 starting from an
instance of the metamodel reported in Fig. 3.

We base our organization definition on the mapping of elements reported in
Table 1.

Each BPMN workflow generates several concrete workflows. Each concrete
workflow is, in turn, mapped to one agent organization that will execute that.
The availability of several concrete workflows (and corresponding organizations)
for the same BPMN workflow allows for the choice of the one offering the best
performance in terms of non functional requirements (usually evaluated by means
of some quality function). In case of fail in the execution of the best concrete
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Proposed
Framework

MOISE
Metamodel

card. Heuristics

Concrete WF
Organization 1:1 N concrete workflows are built from each BPMN work-

flow. One organization is defined per each Concrete WF.
The one with the best quality function is preferred. Oth-
ers are invoked in case of failure (adaptation feature).

Scheme 1 One for each organisation, it is a functional specification,
and it lists goals, plans and missions.

Group 1 One for each organisation, it is a structural specification.
It is composed by a set of roles, links, compatibility con-
straints

BPMN Goal (Collective)
Goal

1:1 Name of (Collective) Goals is: [Goal]+“ goal” where
[Goal] is the name of the Goal extracted from BPMN

Concrete Plan 1:1 Each Plan is devoted to fulfil one (Collective) Goal.

Capability

(Individual)
Goal

1:1 Goals may have parameters. One (individual) goal per
each capability. Name of (Individual) Goal is: [capability]

Role 1:1 Role name is [capability]+“ role”
Mission 1:1 One mission per each individual goal Mission name is:

[capability]+ “ mission”
Norm 1:1 One mission per each individual goal Mission name is:

[capability]+ “ mission”
Compatibility 1:1 Compatibility among all roles is supposed to be in place (if

no information against that is deduced from application
domain)

Capability
Relationship

Plan 1:1 Moise Plans are generated by collecting Concrete Capa-
bility Relationships (+ ‖ ×) belonging to the same (Col-
lective) Goal

Link 1:n Links are used to represent communication needs between
two roles implementing concrete capabilities that need to
exchange data

Table 1. Mapping the elements of the BPMN workflow into the MOISE metamodel.

workflow (organization), others may be instantiated in order to achieve the ob-
jective thus exploiting a adaptation feature.

Each organization is composed by one group and one scheme2. The first
provides the structural specification of the organization (the list of roles, links
and compatibility constraints among them). The latter provides the functional
specification (goals, plans and missions). The list of roles is composed by looking
at the capabilities used in the concrete workflow. One role is defined per each
capability.

The objective of the organization is to fulfil the goal tree, in order to simplify
the automatic construction of the organization specification, we suppose the
tree composed by two different kind of goals (see Fig. 4): collective goals are
intermediate nodes of the tree, they are decomposed into atomic level goals
labelled individual goals. These are the leaves of the tree and may be fulfilled
by one or more of the capabilities listed in the yellow pages. This means some
agent exist in the system that could play the corresponding role and satisfy the
individual goal.

2 It is worth noting that the choice to create one schema for one workflow is motivated
by the lack of information for separating goals in several schemas. We are considering
to use this pattern when we will consider su-processes, however, to date, this is a
ongoing work.
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Capability relationships extracted from the concrete workflow allow for the
definitions of MOISE plans. In fact such relationships emerge from the way each
single BPMN goal is realised by using results from the Proactive Means-End
Reasoning (PMR) algorithm [22]. Plans may decompose a collective goal in one
or more other goals (collective or individual) that are connected by means of the
three MOISE operators: sequence, choice, parallel. The need to exchange data
between capabilities is converted in a communication link between the roles
executing those capabilities. One mission is defined per each capability and a
norm is introduced to oblige the role with the responsibility on executing that
capability to perform the corresponding mission.

In other words, suppose goal G1 is extracted from BPMN. This goal will be
included in the solution organization as goal G1 goal. Now suppose the PMR
algorithm combines two capabilities C1 and C2 in a sequence to purse goal
G1. This means goal G1 is decomposed in two (individual) sub-goals C1 goal
and C2 goal. These individual goals are combined in a plan using the MOISE
sequence operator.

The organization will include roles C1 role and C2 role, each one responsible
for the executing the corresponding capability (C1, C2). A mission will be created
for each individual goal, the missions will be: C1 mission and C2 mission. One
norm will be defined for each role:

<norm id="r1" type="obligation" role="C1_role" mission="C1_mission"/>

<norm id="r2" type="obligation" role="C2_role" mission="C2_mission"/>

Finally, supposing capability C1 provides input data to capability C2, a com-
munication link is defined between the corresponding roles:

<link from="C1_role" type="communication" to="C2_role" scope="intra-group"/>

5 Case Study

This section reports an example of an application of the proposed approach to
the case study introduced in subsection 2.2.

Suppose the list of goals (partially) reported in Section 3 has been automati-
cally generated through the BPMN2Goals tool [24]. Moreover, suppose Figure 5
reports the list of services that have been registered into the Yellow Pages, and
the results of the proactive means-end reasoning algorithm [23], i.e. how services
could be combined for addressing the goals.

Many different situations may occur in employing services for achieving ex-
tracted goals. For instance, some services may be used to replace some others.
For example, this happens for services s11 and s14, which address the same Mod-
erate Discussion goal. Conversely, other services need to be composed in order
to address a goal, and this happens for the sequence s1 + s4 that addresses
the Determine Issues goal. Moreover, one service may address a combination of
goals, as for s2 that addresses the two goals Determine Issues and Announce
Issues for Discussion at the same time.
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s1: manual_issue_list
s2: collaborative_issue_extraction_viaCMS
s3: automatic_extraction
s4: set_issue_list_state
s5: send_email_notification
s6: send-text-notification
s7: share_doc_via_email
s8: upload_on_cloud
s9: share_perm_link
s10: CMS_notification
s11: moderate_CMS_discussion
s12: check_calendar
s13: moderate_conference
s14: moderate_email_discussion
s15: evaluate_discussion
s16: collect_votes

YELLOW PAGES

s1+s4 => Determine Issues
s2 => Determine Issues 
          AND Announce Issues for Discussion
s3 x (s1+s4) => Determine Issues
s7 => Announce Issues for Discussion
s8+s9 => Announce Issues for Discussion
s12 => Check Calendar for Conference
s13 => Moderate Conference
s14 => Moderate Discussion
s11 => Moderate Discussion
s5 => Announce Discussion Deadline
s5 => Announce Issues for Vote
s5 => Announce Results
s5 | s6 => Announce Discussion Deadline
s5 | s6 => Announce Issues for Vote
s5 | s6 => Announce Results
s10 => Announce Discussion Deadline
s10 => Announce Issues for Vote
s10 => Announce Results
s15 => Evaluate Discussion
s16 => Collected Votes

RESULT OF 
PROACTIVE MEANS-END ANALYSIS

Fig. 5. On the left: the list of available services as registered in the system’s Yellow
Pages. On the right: the results of the PMR algorithm in terms of services and addressed
goals

A concrete workflow is obtained by selecting enough items from this table to
be sure that all goals are pursued by some plan (a service or a combination of
several services). Therefore, by making different choices, it is possible to generate
different concrete workflows and, consequently, different agent organisations may
be defined to execute them.

As already described in Section 4, given a concrete workflow, the result of the
mapping activity results in a MOISE organisation specification. Below an exam-
ple of an organisation for the presented case study, will be detailed according
to its three parts: 1) Structural Specification, 2) Functional Specification and 3)
Normative Specification.

The Structural Specification describes roles and groups, where roles are de-
rived from the services that realise the concrete workflow.

<role-definitions>

<role id="voting_role" />

<role id="manual_issue_list_role"><extends role="voting_role"/></role>

<role id="set_issue_list_state_role"><extends role="voting_role"/></role>

<role id="share_doc_via_email_role"><extends role="voting_role"/></role>

...

</role-definitions>

<group-specification id="voting_process_group">

<roles>

<role id="voting_manager_role" min="1" max="1"/>

<role id="manual_issue_list_role" min="1" max="1"/>

...

</roles>

<links>
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<link from="manual_issue_list_role" to="set_issue_list_state_role"

type="communication" scope="intra-group" />

...

</group-specification>

The Functional Specification decomposes a root goal in a tree of sub-goals.
The leaf goals of this hierarchy are pursued by using services from the yellow
pages. For each service, a mission specifies a group of services that must be
assigned to the same role.

<scheme id="voting_sch">

<goal id="voting_root">

<plan operator="sequence">

<goal id="determine_issues_goal">

<plan operator="sequence">

<goal id="manual_issue_list" />

<goal id="set_issue_list_state" />

</plan>

</goal>

<goal id="share_doc_via_email"/>

<goal id="gateway1">

<plan operator="parallel">

<goal id="g1_1st_branch">

<plan operator="sequence">

<goal id="check_calendar"/>

<goal id="moderate_conference"/>

</plan>

...

<mission id="manual_issue_list_mission" min="1" max="1">

<goal id="manual_issue_list"/>

</mission>

...

</scheme>

The Normative Specification specifies which role is responsible for which
mission.

<norm id="n2" role="manual_issue_list_role" mission="manual_issue_list_mission"

type="obligation"/>

<norm id="n3 " type="obligation" role="set_issue_list_state_role"

mission="set_issue_list_state_mission" />

...

6 Discussion

The automatic MOISE generation centres the composition of the organization
upon goals and agents’ capabilities (required to satisfy goals). As a consequence,
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THREE DIFFERENT CONCRETE WORKFLOW

Fig. 6. These three concrete workflows are the obtained by observing the output of
three different agent organisations.

agents owning these capabilities are involved in the solution organization, and
are called to play one role for each of their capabilities needed for fulfilling the
goals. Such an approach enforces the collaboration among agents and enables a
large distribution of the work to be done, in an automatic way.

The proposed approach has the advantage of automatically defining alterna-
tive organizations for pursuing the goals underlying an input workflow (manually
created by a business analyst).

For instance, Figure 6 shows of the activity logs produced by executing three
different MOISE organisations, generated from the same initial set of goals and
services.

The availability of a set of organizations that could pursue the same set
of goals in different ways is a strong advantage because, if some service (or the
owning agent) is no more available at the exact moment of the process execution,
alternative solutions are promptly available and the problem may be overpassed.
As a matter of fact, the availability of different organizations allows for:

– selecting the organization that provides the best performance, according to
the quality attributes registered in the yellow pages, for each service and
owning agent.

– switching the current organization, in case of agent/service failures (runtime
adaptation feature).
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If the failure occurs at the moment of recruiting the agents for the selected
organization, an alternative one may be promptly chosen, allowing the enactment
of the process despite of the initial failure.

Of course, if a failure occurs while the process is already running, it may be
the case some goal had already been achieved and anyway the state of the world
has been changed. Therefore, a new running of the PMR algorithm is advisable
because from the current state of the world a different solution (in terms of goals
and organizations) may be more appropriate.

Limits of the Proposed Approach. Despite the proposed approach produces
effective results, it could be improved in many ways. For instance, the roles of
the organization may be optimized in number and specialization. So far, different
roles are defined for different capabilities even when they have the same pre- and
post-conditions but different name. Although, future works may propose some
improvement on that.

Moreover, workflow loops are out of the mapping proposed in Section 4 be-
cause of a lack of the corresponding structure in the MOISE specification. They
are supported, in the proposed approach, at the agent level, who is directly re-
sponsible of checking loop conditions and decides to repeat or to leave the cycle.
Although, as a future work, this should be integrated at level of functional spec-
ification of the organization. The implementation strategy will consider the loop
as a maintain goal with some exit-conditions allowing to repeat the correspond-
ing portion of process every time that is necessary. We think this limitation does
not inhibit the overall validity of the approach since such limit is not theoretical
but it is actually only in the implementation.

As part of the future works (and limits of the current work), we also would
like to note that a few elements of the BPMN metamodel have been omitted in
Fig. 3 for simplicity. While this is not relevant for most of them, we consider the
sub-process a significant element that could lead to interesting extensions to the
proposed approach. In fact, dealing with that as a kind of process in the process
(as it is indeed), the result could bring to the design of organizations conceived
to act within other higher-level (or lower-level) ones in a kind of hierarchy that
may resemble a holarchy and some methodological issue may arise from that [8].

7 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presented dynamic workflows based on 1) automatic generation of
goals from BPMN and 2) mapping goals and services into agent organizations.
Goals may relax BPMN constraints, allowing agents to re-arrange service’s order
and, in case of failure, to adapt the whole organization to overcome new opera-
tive context. Despite a broad literature on agent organizations, it still remains
the problem of coordinating heterogeneous, autonomous agents, whose internal
designs may not be fully known. And even more interesting, it is necessary to
define re-organization rules and models for adapting the collective behaviour to
unexpected events.
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